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Logic Documentation Standard for the

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciencesl

William R. Sanders and John R. Ball

Stanford University

Stanford, California 94305

1. Purpose and Scope

1.1 Purpose

At the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social

Sciences, the drawing of logic schematics is a combination of

Digital Equipment Corporation's logic symbology, MIL-STD-806,

ANSC-Y32, and a few of our own special rules. We feel that other

. available standards unnecessarily obscure logical information

flow, which creates an expensive burden on the maintenance per

sonnel using logic schematics.

In this standard we make little effort to justify our logic

symboiogy, but rather, present the appropriate way of drawing

logic schematics. Anyone unfamiliar with DEC's logic symbology

may find a forthcoming document, Logical Logic Diagrams, a use

ful introductory explanation of why this standard is needed,

along with careful reading and study of DEC manuals and circuits

to try to determine their meaning. Further explanation of DEC's

symbology will be included in the appendices of Logical Logic

Diagrams.

Two different styles of logic symbol representation are used.

Above-ground logic (K and M series) uses distinctive shapes that

basically conform with MIL-STD-806c. Below-ground logic (B, R, S

and Wseries) uses rectangular shapes similar to ANSC-Y32. Since

above-ground logic will be increasingly utilized in the future,

this standard employs distinctive shapes throughout. By referring
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to the PDP-10 Interface Manual (pp. 1-7) and the PDP-15 Interface

Manual the reader may apply the rules in this standard to sche

matics of below-ground logic.

1.2 Scope

This standard is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a

list of definitions, Section 3 the format used for signal names,

Section 4 a dictionary of logic symbols, and Section 5 rules for

the assembly of logic symbols into logic diagrams. Section 6 ex

plains the meaning of the mechanical information found in logic

diagrams, and Section 7 what should be inclUded in the complete

documentation of a system. Section 8 is an example of a com

pletely documented system.

This standard is subject to change in response to suggestions

or criticisms. Pertinent suggestions and changes will be imple

mented in later versions.

In this respect, Sections 3 and 7 could be formalized with

semantic organization similar to Algol. The whole standard could

indeed be put on a semantic basis, given a suitable definition of

parsing a logic diagram; however, it seems appropriate to delay

the implementation of such an organization until the details of

the standard have wider Institute acceptance. 2

2. Definitions

Above-ground logic: Logic whose two voltage levels are above

ground reference; normally one voltage level is ground and the

other is plus three volts. DEC calls this positive logic or a

positive system. However, the term above-ground logic avoids

confusion with positive logic.

Below-ground logic: Logic whose two voltage levels are

below-ground reference. Normally, one voltage is ground and

the other is minus three volts.

Asserted: A signal is asserted when it is in its active state ,

that is, when it assumes the state associated with its name. For

example, a signal named BUTTON is asserted when a button is pushed,
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and a signal named BUTTON or -BUTTON is asserted when the button

is not pushed.

Denied: A signal is denied when it is not asserted, that is,

when it assumes the state not associated with its name. In the

above example, when the button is pushed -BUTTON is denied, and

when the button is not pushed BUTTON is denied.

Polarity lOgic systems: Systems of drawing logic schematics

in which signals may only be asserted to a particular polarity,

Positive logic: A system of drawing logic schematics in

which signals may only be asserted true high and false low.

Negative logic: A system of drawing logic schematics in

which signals may only be asserted true low and false high.

Nonpolar logic systems: Systems of drawing logic schematics

in which signals may be asserted to either polarity. Signals may

be asserted true high, true lOW, false high, or false low. This

standard defines a nonpolar logic drawing system.

Black: One of the electrical leVels of the logic circuits.

Black is the level at which two typical signals wired together

form the logical 'anding' fupction. In above-ground logic, black

is +3 volts. In below-ground logic black is -3 volts. (This def

inition is arbitrary. Although there are numerouS other ways of

defining the black level which would yield consistent logic sche

matics, this definition maximizes the constructional similarity

of below-ground logic and above-ground logic.)

Note that it is possible to construct gates which form a

'wired or' when their black outputs are tied together. However,

this is not the typical gate in either above-ground or below

ground logic.

EIA levels (+6 and -6) are a special problem, because there

is no typical construction for an EIA gate. Most arbitrarily,

+6 volts EIA is drawn white and -6 volts EIA is drawn black.

Current mode signals should be drawn white when they are

asserted while current is flowing. They should be drawn black

when they are asserted with no current flowing. The direction

of current flow should be shown with a large open arrow.
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White: The other electrical level of the logic .circuits.

White is the level at which two typical signals wired together form

·the logical 'oring' function. In both above.g~oundandbe~ow·ground

. lOgic, white is ground.

Level: A signal is ·classifiedas a level if it is asserted a

relatively long time compared with the shortest time periods in the

. system. In most of our work, a level is. any signal which is assert·

:ed 500 nanoseconds or longer.

Pulse: A signal is classified as a pulse if it is asserted a

period of time which is nearly as short as the other short·time

periods in the system. In most of our work, a pulse is. any signa~

which is asserted less than 500 nanoseconds.

Quiescence:·A system is in its quiescent state after it has

been given its most global clear pulse or.pulses. The quiescent

level of an individual signal can also be defined relative to the

quiescent state of the total system.' The quiescent level of the

signal would be. the level assumed when the system is quiescent.

Note that a signal may be asserted and quiescent at the same time,

for example; a signal named IN·QUIESCENT·S~TE.

3. Signal Names

3.1 Proposed.Standards

3.1,1 So that anyone generally familiar with a logic system can

maintain it, all nontrivial signals are given names. These names

wust have an intuitive relationship with either the logic condi·

tions that generate the signal or .the action that the signal will

cause~

The purpose of a signal name is to help the reader f.ollow

the actions of the logic circuits. Sometimes it is helpful to

describe what causes the signaL other times it is helpful to

describe what the signal will do.

Signals should not be given names that only identify the

signal--pin numbers do this--but rather, the signal name should

be a short description of the salient characteristics of the
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signal. Signal names should be sufficiently short so that the

pertinent parts of the name are obvious. It is improper to give

a signal a name which is so long that its distinctive key words

are lost in a string of verbage.

3.1.2 Signal names must describe the assertion of the signal. For

example, a power supply might have a signal that is asserted when

ever its output voltages are normal. This signal COUld be called

J;DWER-OK. Moreover, the transition between this s;i.gnal's'being

denied and being asserted (called the assertive edge) might generate

a general reset pulse which would be used to clear all important

flip-flops in the system. This pulse could be called POWER-CLEAR.

Clearly, PO and PC would be too brief to describe adequately

the signals previously called POWER-OK and POWER-C~R, because

Of the ambiguity for the reader who is not thoroughly familiar

with the system. He might well ask whether PC stands for 'pro

gram counter' or maybe 'palpitating clock',

SimilarlY, THIS-SIGNAL-IS-ASSERTED-IF-AND-ONLY-IF-ALL-POWER

SUPPLY-VOL~GES-ARE-WITHIN-FIVE-PERCENT-OF-THEIR-RATED-VALUES is

too long a name for the signal previously called POWER-OK. It is

too long for two reasons. First, its level of description is too

precise for the reader who sees it clearing a flip-flop. It is

appropriate that the reader have access to the tolerances of the

J?ower supply voltages, but that information belongs in a note on

the power supply drawings or in the maintenance manual. Second,

the signal name is so long that its meaning is obscure. By the

time the reader finishes reading the name, he will have forgotten

both the beginning of the name and why he was interested in it in

the first place.

3.2 Signal Name Parts

3.2.1 A signal name is made of parts separated by dashes or spaces.

Dashes (-) are used between parts for most hand-lettered names to

improve legibility. Either dashes or spaces are used in printed

documents.
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The use of dashes or spaces between parts in signal names is

nondistinctive. That is, POWER-OK and POWER OK refer to the same

wire. Note that a dash that precedes a signal name is distinctive

for DEC signal names.

A signal name part may be

(a) a word,

(b) an abbreviation of a word,

(c) a tag,

(d) a word and a tag, or

(e) an abbreviation and a tag.

A~ is an element which has meaning when it stands alone.

An abbreviation is a shortened spelling of a word or group

of words which, because of its frequent use in the system being

drawn, would be cumbersome to spell out.

For example, 'memory buffer' may be abbreviated ME in com

puter systems, because of its frequent use. However! a signal

called DOUBLE-HORIZONTAL_S~LE-FACTORshould not be abbreviated

2XffSF, because the abbreviation does not immediately bring to

mind double horizontal-scale factor to anyone not familiar with

the system in which it is being used. Certainly 2X is a reason

able abbreviation for double, as is HOR for horizontal. However,

this is about the limit to which abbreviations should be utilized

in this case. ~hus, it would be acceptable to name the signal

2X-HOR-S~LE-FA~OR.

A tag is a letter or a letter and a number which have special

meaning. ~ags commonly used in our system are listed below.

A tag of (1) is a signal from a flip-flop which is asserted

when the flip-flop is set; that is, it contains the information

bit 1. Logically a tag of (1) means this signal is On or asserted.

A tag of (0) is a signal from a flip-flop which is asserted

when the flip-flop is cleared; that is, it contains the information

bit ¢.
A tag of (C) is a signal which is generated using different

voltage levels and has been converted to this voltage system. For
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example, a below-ground. signal which is converted to above-ground

levels may be tagged (C)o Tag the signal only after it is con

vertedo

A tag of (B) is a buffered version of the signal with the

same name, When more current drive is needed than may be gen

erated from one gate, extra gates may be used to supply the cur

rent. The individual outputs of these gates. shouJ,d have like

names but Should be tagged to show the lack of electrical con

tinuity between themo If more than one extra gate is needed,

tag them SIGNAL-NAME (m) and SIGNAL-NAME (B2).

Other tags may be defined for particular systems, but their

meaning must be explicitly explained within the logic system in

which they are usedo

3.3 Significance of Signal Name Parts

Particular parts of names may be given special significance.

Two conventions are in use at the Instituteo One is suited to

Institute-bunt systems and is explained in 3.30L, The,other'is

used by DEC in their PDP-lO documentationo This convention is

explained in 303020

3.30l The first part of a signal name should identify the subsystem

with which the signal is identifiedo If the first part is not

given the signal belongs to the most global subsystem within the

systemo For example, a system with a common controller for four

identical units might prefix all signals in the first unit Ul,

the second unit U2, etco, and have no prefix on signal names in

the common controllero

When a subsystem can be thought of as having two or more

parts, an abbreviation identifying which part a signal belongs

to should be included immediately after the subsystem identifier.

~ck of a part identifier in a system with parts should mean that

the signal is global to the subsystemo

For example, a subsystem with two parts, one dealing With

input and one dealing with output, might have signal names which

start Ul-INc , 00 or Ul-OUT-oooo
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3.3.2 DEC uses a somewhat different scheme for na.ming theirsigna.ls.

First, instead of numbering the pages of their logic (B;LOCK) sche"

ma.tics, they give each page a na.me. Then all signals generated on

that page are given names which start with an abbreviation of the

Page name. Since the pages are alphabetized, one can easily find

the origin of a signaL

DEC does not use dashes between the parts of signal. nameS.

The dash (") is reserved to mean logical 'not'. IMSSS uses the

overbar for logical 'not'. Dashes between signal name parts

definitely improve the readability of hastily drawn schematics.

3.4 Flip-flop Names

3.4.l Many flip-flops contain one bit of a binary number. The

nameS of these flip-flops are tagged with (l) or (0), depending

on whether the signal is asserted when the flip-flop contains a

one bit or a zero bit.

When a flip-flop is ina.de~uately described as one containing

a binary number, we call it a mode flip-flop. For example, the

meaning the flip"flop has in the one state and the meaning it has

in the zero state do not exhaust the possible meanings within the

subject context. Thus, a flip-flop named TWO'S-OOMPLEMENT might,

when set, cause the system to use two's complement arithmetic.

The problem is how to convey what happens when the flip-flop is

cleared. Does the system use one's complement arithmetic or ma.ybe

ECD?

If the signal name contains informa.tion describing both its

assertion and its denial, the name is both cumbersome and con

fusing. Instead, a signa.l of this kind should be named for its

most active state--that is, the state which re~uires the most

effort to get it into.

Following our arithmetic example, if a machine generally

uses one's complement arithmetic and in fact the flipcflop assumes

the state which means one's complement after a power clear pulse,

then the signa.l should be named TWO'S-COMJ;'LEMENT. Presumably, it

re~uires a greater effort to get the system into two's complement
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mo~~, an~ the name should refl~~t that efforto In addition,

since it is easier to remember the normal or simplest mod~s of

a system, the name should contain the information that is mor~ .

~ifficult to remember.

As an aid to the read~r, a description of the quiescent mode

should be not~d where the flip-flop is drawn0

3.4.2 All flip-flop signals must oarry the (1) or the (0) tago If

a flip-flop signal is inverted, the tag should be retained and th~

(B) tag addedo For ~xample, the inversion of FLIP-FLOP (1) is

FLIP-FLOP (l)(B). The (1) does not ohange, but the color of the

signal is inverted.

If the d~nial of FLIP-FlOP (l)(B) is used it should b~ call~d

FlIP-FLOP (O)(B)o The (1) or (0) tag refers to the bit content of

the signalo The rest of th~nam~ sp~cifies the output pin the

signal is d~rived from. If both si~~s of the flip-flop ar~ buf

fered, they should be given distinctive tags, for example, FLIP

FLOP (l)(Bl) and F.LIP-FLOP (O)(B2)0

If a flip-flop signal is gated by an enable-type signal, ioeo,

when a flip-flop register is ~nabled onto a bus, the tag should

be retained even though.the nam~ chang~s. For example, when the

contents of a memory buffer are put on a memory bus, the input to

the gate driving bit ¢ of the memory bus might; be called MB¢(l)

and th~ output of that gate might be MBUS¢ (1).

40 Logic Symbology

401 Introduction

This s~ction contains descriptions of all th~ common gat~so

Distinctively shap~d symbols are used throughout, but ~ach ~is

tinctiv~ly shaped symbol can be replaced by a r~ctangular box

with the logical function the box performs writt~n insid~ ito

Box-shaped symbols ar~ us~d for b~low-ground logic. See the PDP-IO

Int~rfaoe Manual for a desoription of th~ symbols us~d with th~

boxes 0 Not~ that ~ach numbered s~ction d~scribes one or more ways

of ~rawing one physical devic~.
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It is assumed that the reader has some familiarity with the

physical· devices. For extensive truth tables, etc., lookto·the

device manufacturer (TI in particular).

4.2 Signals

4.2.1 Black signals. A black signal is any signal asserted at +3

volts. A black signal which is a level is drawn as a straight

line.

A black signal which is a pulse is drawn as a straight line with

a solid arrow on the end.

4.2.2 White signals. A white signal is any signal asserted at

ground. A white signal which is a level is drawn as a Straight

line with an empty circle on the end.

__:::.S"-'::,&l""IV;.<II..,L=---N:.:.:;f1",,"';:;E=.----0
ro I PIeO""

A white signal which is a pulse is drawn as a straight line with

an empty arrow at the end.

__....::-S:..;':.:v,"'.N7-""I/.:/..,--:..;N:..;fl"'''':..;c;:E:'''''__1>
rolFleoM,

4.2.3 Signals external to the system. When a signal leaves the

system, its place of departure is shown by an elongated oval. When

a signal enters the system, its place of entrance is shown by a

similar oval, The direction of the signal in relation to the oval

indicates whether the signal is departing or arriving. As an illus

tration, visualize the inside oval as representing the outside world

and the area outside the oval as representing the system. A signal

leaving the system enters the oval (or the external world) and a

signal arriving leaves the oval.

10



FI!.OM

s lo,/lJIfL-IIJIf",E.;2.
TO

SIGNAL-NAME 1 is a signal generated in this system and is shown

leaving it. SIGNAL-NAME 2 is a signal generated in another system

and is shown entering this system. Physically, the oval is a cable

connector of some sort.

4.2.4 Signals external to ~ subsystem. When a system contains well-

delineated subsystems, it is convenient to graphically indicate

signals that go between subsystems by a large arrowhead. The nature

of the signal, i.e., whether it is black or white or whether it is

a level or a pulse, is shown by a symbol on the back of the arrow

head.

Leaving subsystem

SLIIC~ l..Ev~L C>
L~v~L cC>WHITe

:BLM.~ POl-S e. .c:>
Wif I,-e. f'uL SE t>[>

11



Entering subsystem

B LEt c/<. l&VP-1.- D
Wlt/TF- L-P-VG I.- D 0

13/..I1-Cl&- f'tJI.-SF.- D ~

WIiITE- PtJl.sr;; D I>

Current mode signals

BLM',- (CUIU&AJT ,elo,HT) »FLO w.,:) Tv rife

6LRC/<... (etJ~I?G,vr LEFT) 4PLO""~ Tv TIfE

Wltlre. (CIJ/I!IeJ:,vr- ~1P,llr) 9>PL.ows TlJ riflE.

Wif liE.. (eUU!GflJT rHIE. LEFT) ~FLows TO

4.3 Gates

Inverter.

tV;;'" -
Input asserted white

asserts output black

[> Input asserted black
~ItM IE. iVl1/J1/5. 0---.:====---- asserts output white

12



Buffer.

Input asserted black

asserts output black

Input asserted white

asserts output white

'l:'wo- input gate •....-....----_.

X and Y both asserted

o black asserts XY white~~I) '1

~..........iJ.....-)<~~ )~)(...;..,..<...+y~ X or Y or both asserted

white asserts output

black

Other I sex I of two-input gate.

:
X j ) xy Both X and Y asserted

y white asserts XY black

X

) >
Either X or Y or both

X+y
0 asserted black assertsy

X+Y white

13



Two-input exclusive-~ gate.

X or Y (but not both X

and Y) asserted black

asserts output black

~ 'sex' of ~-input \"xclusive-~ gate.

Xor Y (but not both X

() and Y) asserted white

asserts output white

4.3.7 PolY-input gates. Gates with more than two inputs are drawn

in the same style as the two-input gate with the same logical func

tion, For example, an eight-input gate could be drawn:

XI

')(/



4.3.8 'Wired' gating.

X; [-t~
xy Both X and Y asserted black

asserts XY black

::
)(

Lt>xry Either X or Y or both asserted

y o white asserts X+Y white

Logical invert. Just as symbols are available to depict

'wired or' and 'wired and I, there is a symbol available to depict

the use of a signal counter to its normal assertion.

Example 1.

--,=:,---D--"(~lr-,-c---D-"'::D~-.()o

Read this construction as: D is asserted whenever C is asserted

except when A and Bare both asserted.

Two equivalent ways of drawing this are shown in Examples 2

and 3.
Example 2.

-:-..,::;'--.....D~-e--D>---=------o

15



Read this construction as: D is asserted whenever C is asserted,

and either A is denied or B is denied.

Example 3.

__c.=-_----iD--.I:'--o

Read this construction as: D is asserted whenever C is asserted

and AB is denied.

Example 1 graphically depicts the blocking (inhibiting,

excepting) nature of the construction. If this is what the de

signer had in mind (or should have had), then it is best to draw

it in this way. Example 2 graphically depicts_a different inten-
- -tion. The sense that either A or B enables C to get through is

shown. This is the best way to draw it if this most clearly de

picts the information flow. Example 3 attempts to depict the

blocking nature of the AB signal, but it is not clear how to

interpret AB. Does the 'not' sign AB imply an inhibiting action

for D or does AB form a meaningful input to the AND gate which

asserts D?

The logical invert symbol is also useful for register

loading.

16



Warning ~ ~ of logical inversion symbol. A construction

with too many logical inversion symbols is an indication of muddy

thinking by the designer/draftsman. If there is a logical inver

sion symbol on both.an input and an output of a two-input gate, a

better way of drawing the construction should be found. For ex

ample, the leading gate would be better drawn as an OR gate:

oR ~ D
_-,:8.,.__.-'_-I ---~dl',--c-....,DC (ff +-73 ) 0

4.4 Flip-flops

4.4.1 Set-reset flip-flop.

C I.Ellte - FLIf'-PLOf'

~L'"-FL.O'''

(0)



4.4.2

CLoCI<

~

:l.
:IJ

FLIf'-
FLoI'

C
'3 6

I?firf/ (,)
:D

Z.
FLIf'-
FI-ot"

c./..O C I<
<:.

:3

6

The difference between the two flip-flops above is that the

meanings of both the output pins and the direct set/clear inputs

are reversed. They are the same physical device. The D input is

shown as the color it has to be so that the flip-flop will be set

after a clock transition.

4.4.3 Flip-flop outputs. In this standard, all four logical outputs

of a flip-flop are shown when available; however, this convention

is not stringently required by the standard. This convention

parallels the use by DEC in below-ground logic. Three other ac

ceptable ways of drawing flip-flop outputs are shown below. Note

that the first of these methods merely omits two of the logical

outputs, and the second omits the black circles.

18



y I I I
p :0

FLlfJ- PLtt'- 1"'(,,1'-
FUJI' F'UJI' FLOP

e..
C- O e- O

0

The convention of showing all four outputs is preferred for new

drawings, but all methods are encountered in practice and are

acceptable.

Examples 4, 5 and 6 attempt to clarify the development of the

four-output flip-flop.

Example 4. Normal set-reset flip-flop.

se r -FLlto-FL.o f'

eL.I; IM.-F'LIt'-FUJI'

0)

(0)

Example 5~ Same flip-flop, but shown with two additional outputs.

ser_F'Llt'-PLIJt'

e/.SIII( _PLlP-FLO"
pLIP-FLol" (0)

19



Example 6. If crosscoupling is done internally, it can be drawn

FLIP
Ft-o t'

.r I ~FLII'- ..
r'-at'

c.I-OC-I<. ... .J1_c~

~t<:.
0

20



4.4.6 latch (shown with only one physical output available).I.
FLO'
FUJI'

:PRr/f (0)
:J> I J

FLtjJ-
Ft."",

fiiAlIfI$Lc. •0

4.5 Decoders

(A BCD to lO-line decoder is shown.)

D

I(lEa IsTete. 3 (I) 2.0

E. ISTEtt. z.. (,) L' ...
~f!~ ISTell I (I) z ... "3

IUEPr!S-rEt'( tI (d ~

Z"3 os-
6.,
8

I5I11QSLIE
'I
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4.6 One shots

4.6.1 One shot.-----

"<1,1'<17

If all triggers are denied, then one or more are asserted; output

will pulse to ground for 450 nanoseconds.

4.6.2 Retriggerable one shot (shown with both outputs available).

If at least one input is denied, then both are asserted; output

will be set. Output will clear 15 ~sec after last-time input

condition is asserted.

4.6.3 Pulse amplifier.

'\ f'R

F .OUT-I"'r-pV/.s£ ::::

./

When input condition is asserted, output will generate a 'standard'

pulse.
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4.7 Medium-scale Integrated Circuits (MSI)

Frequently, many MSI circuits are used in a similar way in an

application. The internal logic of every integrated circuit need

not be drawn, ,but the internal logic must be cle~!ly defined at

least once on or near the drawing where it is used. For example,

an 8-bit latch made up 'of two chips may be shown •

e./. () 0, .... LIlTclf

o<.>rl'<Jrl (I)rAJI' <J (J « I 1
i.

~iVBL

;J:AJ.4tJr z. (tl
, OUTI'<J T z. (,)

f.
:2-

~N1?:>L

ourl'eJ T"3 (( ):rill PI) T "3 (,)
1

3

&#iSL

INN r 4- (/)
1..

o urt>eJT 'I (( )

if-

Iif'lBL

at least once and
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:r:1'.J//v,. 'I" 2- ..w) dOrl'1/ r 6 t<)

:J:rllf'u r 7 ttl 3 3(1)
ou r (>tJr 7(t)

rlOJl'tJT 9ft) If If{d ()ciT I""r efl)

wherever it is used thereafter.

The exp",nded version of an MSI circuit must be shown on the

drawing of use unless its expanded size or importance justifies

a separate drawing.

4.8 Large-scale Integrated Circuits (LSI)

,~en LSI circuits are used, their comple~ gating structure

need not be shown. It is better to show the input and output

signaJ.s entering a large box that contains a block di",gram of

LSI's Dlnction. However, a functional block diagram does not

satisfy the total needs of the troubleshooter. When troubles

of a nonroutine nature occur, the internal gating structure of

the LSI chip must be available. Frequently, finding a manufac

turer's specification sheet for an LSI chip is a time-consuming

task; therefore, include a copy uf the internal gating structure

andlor manufacturer I s spec ifications with the set of logic sche

matics.

Tri-state Logic

A tri-state logic output has three states: (a) lOW impedance

to ground (white); (b) low impedance to +5 voLts (black); and

(c) high impedance to both ground and +5 volts (disabled). Many

outputs may be wired together and as long as only OJ'e output is

enabled at a time, that output can drive to both ground and +5

volts.
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Tri-state outputs are drawn black or white to indicate their

assertive state.

4.9.3 An enabling signal existing in the tri-state logic enables

the low impedance states for a gate's output. This signal, when

denied, enables the high impedance state of the gate's output.

The enabling signal should be drawn as a black line with ~n open

arrow entering the surface windward of the leeward point (see

5.6.4)

Example 7.

T'L ;:,,; "

4.10 Terminating Resistors (drawn as normal resistors)

Example 8. One end grounded.

Example 9. One end tied to the supply voltage.

5 tfAi'! 81..-

The black dot at the free end of the resistor shows that it is

tied to the supply voltage.
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5. I.,ogic Diagrams

5.1 Objective

This section specifies the appropriate way to organize a

logic schematic. A logic schematic organization minimizes the

work of people who will read the schematic. The objective is

Justified in two points: (a) many more people will read the

schematic than just the· designer and the draftsman, and (b)

readers will be under the pressure of the logic not working,

in which case any confusion beyond the malfunction itself dra

matically increases the troubleshooting time.

The reader's work will be minimized if he can ignore the color

of the signals and the mechanical information present on the draw

ings, and if he can limit his concentration to the signal names and

the logical canputations that the .signals undergo. If he becanes

confused by a particular logic construction, then he may refocus

on the color of the signals and the mechanical information.

A reader's work will not be minimized if he must depend on

the color of the signals to know the intended logic function of

the gates.

5.2 Direction of Signal Flow

The primary requirements for the direction of signal flow

are smoothness and consistency. The direction of signal flow should

be confined to two quadrants within a set of logic schematics. The

four acceptable quadrant pairs follow.

r L
Signals should flow UP and to the right or flow down and to

the right. Flow to the left is discouraged.

When signal direction inconsistencies must be used, the part

of the signal line which is adjacent to the signal name must be in

the consistent direction, and the part of the signal line which

travels in an inconsistent direction must be as short as possible.
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Example 1 is an acceptable use of inconsistent signal flow •.

Example 1.

The short downward leg of the DIRECT-SET-FI.IP-FIDP signal is in

consistent with the normal up or to-the-right directions; however,

any other way of drawing this flip-flop would be cumbersome.

5.3 Gate Positioning

5.3.1 Gates should be positioned So that the flow of information

from input to output is as smooth and as consistent as possible.

Both physical position on the page and directional sense should

be considered.

When a signal passes

be placed adjacent to the

through an inverter, the inverter should

gate generating the signal. Frequently,

when an inverted signal is only used in one place, it is drawn

where it is used. This practice is emphatically discouraged because

almost as frequently used circuits will be modified so that the in

verted signal is used in another place. This leads to much page

shuffling unless the inverter is drawn by the generating gate.

5.3.3 It is not obvious how to specify the page on which a gate

should be drawn. Sections 5.3.3.1-5.3.3.2 are suggestions and

should only be followed if they are in harmony with other position

ing rules of this section.
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5.3.3.1 ;[f the output of a gate is used only in one place (or pri~

marily in one place), then it should be drawn on the same page

or on a logically related nearby page.

5.3.3.2. If the inputs to a gate come from one pll'ce (or pr:imar:ily

from one place) and the output is used in many places, then the

gate should be drawn on the page where its inputs are generated.

5.4 Timing Sequences

The direction of flow of timing events should coincide with

the direction of signal flow .(see 5.2). If- two_tiJiling events oc

cur where one event triggers the other, the gate generating the

first timing event should be shown before the gate generating the

second timing event. That is, if the reader's eye follows the

established direction of signal flow, he should see the first

timing event gate before he sees the second timing event gate.

If two sequences of timing events are drawn on one page, their

signal lines should not cross.

Following the convention of signal flow to the right and up,

it would be possible to draw one timing sequence horizontally and

one timing sequence vertically. This is acceptable unless the

signals of the two timing sequences physically cross. The points

of crossing lead to confusion and so the practice is discouraged.

5.5 Flip-flops

5.5.1 Flip-flops are drawn as rectangular boxes with two sides

(longer) and two ends (shorter). The side and the end which are

first 'hit' as one travels in the direction of signal flow are

called the windward side and the windward end. The other side

and end are called the leeward side and the leeward end, a" shown

in Example .2.
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Example 2.

r
F'IP
PL<>I'
NAMe

Example 3 shows that outputs are always drawn on the leeward

side. The (1) output is drawn near one end and the (0) output is

drawn near the other. There is no requirement that (1) output must

always be near a particular end.

Example 3.

r

Example 4 shows that direct-set inputs are drawn on the end

near the (1) output. Direct-clear inputs are drawn on the end

near the (0) output.
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Example 4.

r

~ e e 1IlI11It·l)
~'D~

When a signal sets a flip-flop, given some other conditions

(such as a clock being asserted), that input should be shown on

the windward side near the same end as the (1) output. LikE!wisE!,

when a signal clears a flip-flop, givE!n SOmE! othE!r conditions,

that input should bE! shown on thE! windward siq.E! nE!ar thE! samE!

E!nd as thE! (0) output, as shown in ExamplE! 5.

Example 5.

;:S~E;:;;T'!..:~::::,!~::l.-.,...!;TJ>~GI~&:/..:,:e:;"'_--i :r

FLI{'
FI.DP
Niltilr:-
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When a signal causes a flip-flop's input conditions to change

the state of its outputs, that input should be shown in the,middle

of the windward side, as in Example 6.

Example 6.

---::S:;:'c",'T',---=o.:..t<,--.:..T'-=O.:::C,.:::6:",,'-:.:E=-_-1 T

Flil'
FI-Ol'-

.:.Fi.:.'tI.:..t>;..--,F_I-::..j)::..I',--...;e;;.:L::"::'O"::"':"'<'__-i~~AlE
I ~

A J-K flip-flop can be drawn with horizontal orientation.

The signal paths are up and to the right as in Example 7 and,down

and to the right as in Example 8.

Example 7.

ao ".
0 I

FI-I1'- 1=-1-01'-41hl1l£

"- J1<- ::r

I-12-.,e-r."'{),LE

FI-d,,~p-el-O C K

T -o,q. - TDC: CI. L E.
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Example 8.

- .

FLIt>- Fl.-o 1'- e.<- "''' ,"-
,

CL/l.- d;(!. - TOIi: Ii: I-c.

I
J<.. J"L s-

F.'P-~I': IIIIfME

0 (
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Examples 7 and 8 demonstrate why the signal flow of up and to

the right is preferred to down and to the right. When drawing up

and to the right, the inputs tend to 'support' the horizontal flip

flop. If one always draws vertical flip-flops or disagrees with

the 'support' concept, then both constructions are equa11yaccept

able.

When a set of flip-flops forming a register are drawn together,

they should be oriented end to end with the most significant bit's

being windward.

Example 9 shows" this style in a memory buffer.

Examp:).e 9.

0 I 0 I 0 I

/1130 MBI /U73"Z-

Y .:J> ..r- J> ..F' CP

L6I1P- tef'.(J, IS,G A.,
.

IYIBIJS 0 (I ~ MBU.51 (I) MB/)S ~CI)

5.5.2 The flip-flops in registers should be given common names with

numerical demarcations. The most significant bit is numbered ¢J
the next, 1. The least significant bit of an N-bit register is

numbered N-1. Thus the weighting of a flip-flop in a register is

2(N-i) where i is the flip-flop I s demarcation number. These

numbers are normally base 10, but may be written in any other base

if the situation warrants it.

Note that in Example 9 MB¢ is weighted 22 '" 4, MBl is weighted

21 '" 2, and MB2 is weighted 2° '" 1.

5.6 Output Setting of Flip-flop

Most flip-flops realized from above-ground logic should not

have their outputs grounded by another gate in order to set them.

However, most below-ground flip-flops may be set or cleared from

their outputs.
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.PITTIT

5.7 Gates

The signal flow principles developed in 5.5 are applicable to

gates with slight modification. Since gates are not rectangular

in shape, they only have a windward side and a leeward point.

Example 10•

.CO.....:Sf.:.:..:..:Il-..:.T..:e:...--'B=--__--O S IIJ 7t/-/fo

O. _S=-T.!..!:IT'-!Tfi-~-:.e:::... O
~

I..lEewfrJeP· .
1'0 (,,;-r

;Inputs must enter the windward side and outputs must leave

the leeward point. Straps are connections between logic symbols

that do not carry conventional logic signal levels. Straps are

shown entering and leaving the logic symbol on either surface to

the windward of the leeward point. They must not be shown on the

windward side.
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Example 11. Expander connection.

S rA-rE- - c..

5.8 Other Logic Functions

One shots, pulse amps, and complex logic gates are drawn as

rectangular boxes. These logic functions follow the conventions

developed for flip-flops.

5.9 Marginal Notes

Marginal notes Can greatly improve the readability of logic

diagrams. They are particularly needed for complex constructions

and are imperative if the system does not have complete documenta

tion (Section 7).

6. Mechanical Information

6.1 Objective

So that troubleshooting of a hardware system may be simpli

fied, a good deal of mechanical information must be included in

a logic schematic. This information should indicate the location

of the physical device represented by a logic symbol, a description

of the phySical device, the pin number of the signalS entering and

leaving the logic symbols, and destination of signalS and point of

origination.

6.2 Device Identification

The type of device should be shown within each logic symbol.



T 10

DEC device number:

- 8---.;..---....0
EIA device number:

-.,..----j8....·-----0

6.3 Physical Location

The physical location of the device should be shown within

each logic symbol.

The form of the physical location designation is nXm,

where

n = cabinet or box number,

X = row letter,

m = slot or socket number.

Coil-
Row 14

II.~ vJ IS

(l.o W L I S/..o,
I
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A mother board is a large card that fits into one or more

slots in a panel and is capable of holding sockets for integrated

circuits. The individual socket on a mother board is designated

by a pair of numbers in brackets (h,v), where h is the horizontal

coordinate and v is the vertical coordinate of the socket on the

card,

When fully integrated systems are built using different style

cabinets and cards, a suitable physical location designation should

be defined. ,Presently, in our DEC-oriented world, a cabinet is six

feet 'tall by 19 inches wide. A cabinet can easily hold 11 panels

and a power control unit. Each panel has two horizontal rows of

slots to hold modules. There are two types of panels: one with

18 pins per slot and one with 36 pins per slot. The pins are

lettered ABCDEFHJKLMNPRSTUV when there are 18 pins per slot. When

there are 36 pins per slot, the suffix lor 2 is added to the pin

letter. As one faces the wire pins, 1 is on the left, 2 is on the

right. The signals on a module made for 18 pin slots will appear

on the 2 side of the 36 pin slot.

A suitable description of the actual mechanical configuration

must be included in the drawing set.

6.4 Pin Numbers

The numbers or letters designating ~ll pins of a device shall

be shown.

DEC pin numbers:

:J_=_~_/:_O_)I-::F:"'";z.-----;O
EIA pin numbers:

----2.-=-"I~:::)-3-----0
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6.5 TO~FROM Designations

TO-FROM designations are required near all signals. A signal

connected by a solid line to an input needs no further TO/FROM

designation.

When a signal is generated, the reader should be informed of

every page on which it is used and every pin to which it is connected.

PAGE NUMBER - PIN NUMBER

Lack of a page number in a TO designation indicates the pin

number may be •. found. on that page.

Page numbers should begin with a short abbreviation of the

system name for graphical clarity. Explicit set notation may be

used to abbreviate TO designations. For example, a signal which

goes to Pin M2 of slots 2LlO, 2LlI, and 2Ll2 may have a TO desig

nation of Page # - 2L(IO-12) M2 •

. A signal connected by a solid line to the generating signal

pin needs no further FROM designation. When a signal is used, the

page number where the signal is generated should be shown. If the

signal is generated on the same page, no FROM designation is re

quired. Optionally, the generating pin number may be included

after the page number in a FROM designation.

____8------0
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If generating pin numbers are shown, ?he~ are required on all

input signals not connected by solid lines. The TO designations

on a FLIP-FLOP should be near the outside pin to which the wire is

connected.

Example. A flip-flop and the gates where its outputs are used.

.

2. 1./0»'
2. 1.'0111

I ~FZ.
Hz.

,:/../p
F/..()~

':)1='2.

o -HZ.

2.£. lo:p 7-.
2.1..10 f4:l.

FLI,-r-LO.' (I) I ).
. . .. PI Mill

2,..LIO

FLIp...Ft.4..I'(.O~)
. . 7Z. Itt/" .

. ... ~L.lO

N7- Mill
o Z.I..I()

7. Complete Documentation of ~ System

A system is difficult to maintain without complete documenta-

tion. Complete documentation must contain:

1. An Operator I s Manual,

2. A Programmer's Manual,

3. A Maintenance Manual,

4. Hardcware schematics,

5. A wire list.



7.1 Operator's Manual

The purpose of an operator's manual is to detail the adjust·

ments to switches or dials on the system. It sho~dinclude:

(a) A picture of ,the system,

(b) An explanation of what each switch does,

(c) A description of any indicators helpful in determining

the proper positioning of the sWitches,

(d) A set of "how to" instructions for all common switch

changing situations which should at least include power up, power

down, and enabling or disabling system or subsystem operations.

7.~ Programmer's Manual

The purpose of a programmer's manual is to aid a person

knowledgeable in programming, put unknowledgeable in hardware,

to write programs for the system. This manual should include:

(a) An explanation of the operation of the system,

(b) All instructions executed by the system,

(c) The format of communication With other systems.

If a general-purpose computer exist~ that has direct I/O

control over the system being documented, then that cOntrol should

be described in terms of how the bits in the general-purpose com

puter's instructions affect the system being documented, If there

is character interaction between this system and other systems,

the format of those characters and their meaning should be

described.

(d) SufUcient timing information for accurate and efficient

programming.

7.3 Maintenance Manual

The purpose of a maintenance manual is to provide a person

knowledgeable in hardware with a description of the circuit~. It

should inClude:

(a) An explanation of the function of the system,

(b) A system block diagram showing how information mOveS

through the blocks,
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(c) The movement of pulses and transfer' of information into

and out of registers as the system normally operates,

(d) Unusual logic constructions,

(e) An alp~betical signal name directory,

(f) Special debugging configuration or test procedures,

(g) A reference to any test programs that exist fOr the system.

7.4 Hardware SchematiCS

The purpose of hardware schematics is to provide a perSon

knowledgeable in,hardWare with a description of the circuit design.

It should include:

(a) Block diagrams of the system and SUbsystems,

(b) Flow diagrams to the system,

(c) Logic diagrams (the single most important part of the

documenta.tion of a system). They must conform to the standards

descr'ibedin Sections I through 6 of this standard and Inustin

clude a representation of' every Wire, gate,switch, light, and

cable in the system.

(d) Cable diagrams • Most frequently, the individual wires

of a system cable are described on different pages of the logic

diagrams. For this reason, all system cables are described as

units here.

(e) Physical diagrams of the system's configuration. A

description of the lamp/SWitch panels, and a description of the

meaning of physical location designators.

(f) Utilized module locations (UML). A physical drawing

of all module/chip sockets. Each socket used should have the

page numbers of the logic diagrams where the gates are drawn.

The names of the signals generated by the gates are useful in

formation to include in a UML.

7: 5 Wire List

The purpose of a wire list is to facilitate the construction or

modification of the system and to make up for inaccurate or incomplete

documentation for a system. There are many equally useful styles of

wire lists; however, signal names should appear on the wire list to

facilitate its interpretation.
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8. Example of ~ Completely Documented System

8.l Introduction

The PULSER described in this section has never been built

but was designed to demonstrate the principles of this standard.

8.2 Operator's Manual: PULSER

8.2.l System picture.

PULS E-R...

® ® <B @
I'Cll.-se

e FIt..", ,
0 Z- :;;: 6)(7; V,E-W

0 0' 0 0' ENIlI'-

0-
3J '" 1.0 Go BY' tV 0

P""'En. OFF'-

13~1<'

0 8 0
til ~.,.)

£)< ""If tilIf I.- GIIE>,ay E- t/I;>/l-Y
r~ 10. c./E~ I'(.J/....sl;;. IIJ To"-

j7tJ<..s/E..

The PULSER is a small grey box with switches and red lights on the

front and three BNC connectors on the back. It is used to generate

l ~sec pulses. Each time the pulse switch is moved up or the ex

ternal trigger is asserted, a l ~sec pulse is generated at the ENC

connector labeled EVERY-PULSE. Every Nth time the pulse switch is

moved up or the external trigger is asserted, a l ~sec pulse is

also generated at the BNC connector labeled Nth-PULSE. Both pulses

are asserted black, that is, asserted to +3 volts.
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8.2.2 Switch explanation.

POWER (ON/OFF): ~e POWER sWitch, when uP, turns on the

power to the system. The POWER sWitch, when down, keeps the system

power off.

PULSE: The PULSE switch, as it is moved up, generates the

1 ~sec pulses. There is no action as it is moved down. It must

be down for EXTERNAL TRIGGER to work.

DIVIDE BY N (4 switches): The switches should be set to the

binary number which is one less than N. An Nth-PULSE will be gen

erated every N times-that EVERY-PULSE is generated. The switch

setting is taken to mean the number of successive EVERY-PULSES

which will not generate an Nth-PULSE. Thus, if the switches are

set to 0000 (N ~ 0001), an Nth-PULSE will be generated every time

EVERY-PULSE is. If the switches are set to 0001 (N ~ 0010), an

Nth-PULSE will be generated every other time EVERY-PULSE is. If

the switches are set to 1111 (N ~ 10000), an Nth-PULSE will be

generated every 16 times EVERY-PULSE is. Note that for all sWitches,

1 is up and 0 is down. Bit ¢ is the most significant bit. Bit 3

is the least significant bit.

8.2.3 Indicator explanation.

POWER: The POWER light is lit when power is applied to the

unit.

COUNTER (four lights): The four COUNTER lights reflect the

state of the divide by N counter. When this counter goes from

0000 to (N-l), the Nth-PULSE is generated.

8.2.4 Operation instructions.

POWER ON: To turn the power on, move the POWER switch to

the 'up' position. If the POWER light does not go on, check the

batteries.

POWER OFF: To turn the power off, move the POWER switch to

the 'down' position.

DIVIDE BY~: Set the switches to N-l where N is the divide-by

number. See Section 8.2.2 for a detailed explanation of the

switches.
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Ti3,ble of switch settings and divide-by frequencies:

Switches Divide by

0000 1

0001 2

0010 3

0011 4

0100 5
0101 6

0110 7
0],11 8

1000 9
1001 ],0

],0],0 11

1011 :1.2

1100 ],3

1101 ],4

1110 1,5

1111 16

8.3 Programmer I s Manual: PULSER

(We can i3,ssume' that the PULSER will be asspc;ii3,ted with a particular

computer which is capable of generating a trigger signal by executing

the instruction CONO PLS,BITS. The format of this instruction is

unim]?ortant e.nd will vary from computer to com]?uter,)

8.].], The PULSER box mi3,y be connected to the computer so the computer

Ci3,n ]?erform the action equiva],ent to the PULSE button (see Operator!s

Manual) •

8.3; 2 By' connecting the computer I s trigger cable to the :PULSER' s

externa], trigger connector whenever the computer executes a CONO

PLS,BrTS instruction, the PULSER will act as if someone has placed

the PULSE ,switch in the 'up' position, Note that the PULSE switch

must be in its 'down' position for the externa], trigger signa],s to

work.



8.4

8.4.1

8.4.2

8.3.3 Timing. The PULSER should not be triggered at a frequency

exceeding 500 KHz (T ~ 2 ~sec).

Maintenance Manual: PULSER

System intention--PULSER. See the PULSER Operator's Manual

for a description of the operation of the PULSER.

PULSER block diagram.

The PULSER block diagram is drawn on page 1 of the hardware

schematics.

The PULSE-SWITCH and the EX'I'ERNAL-TRIGGER are I ored' together

to trigger the COUNT delay. If the PULSE-SWITCH is left up, it will

assert the 'or' gate, thus blocking EXTERNAL-TRIGGER signals from

triggering the COUJ,T delay.

The leading edge of the COUlfr delay clocks the counter. The

trailing edge (after 1 ~sec) triggers the 1 ~sec PULSE.

The COWTER is a 4-bit binary up counter. When it contains

all ones, CARRY is asserted. When CARRY is asserted, the one's

complement of 4 DIVIDE-BY-N swicches are loaded into the COUNTER

on the next COUNT pulse. When CARRY is denied, the COUNTER is

incremental by one on the next COUNT PULSE.

Every 1 ~sec PULSE goes through a driver and generates EVERY

PULSE. When CARRY is asserted; the 1 ~sec PULSE goes through

another driver and >generates Nth-PULSE.

8.4.3 Divide-~-16 COUNTER.

The COUNTER is a 4-bit binary up counter, The one's comple

ment of the DIVIDE-BY-N switches are loaded into the COUNTER. The

switches contain N-L Then the COWTER is repeatedly increm",nted

until it reaches 1111. At this count, CARRY is asserted. The

next COUNT signal will reload the one I S complement of the DIVIDE- >

BY-N switches.
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'rable of COUN'rER states:

N Switches COUNTER

1 0000 J,l11

2 0001 1110

3 0010 110l

4 0011 1100

5 0100 lOll

6 0101 :1,010

7 0110 100l

8 0111 1000

9 1000 0111

10 1001 ouo
11 lOla alaI

12 1011 OlOO

13 llOO OO;l.1

14 1101 0010

l5 UI0 0001

16 1111 0000

8.4.4 PVLSER signal n&me directory.

Name

ClAMP +3

COUNT

COUNTER (¢- 3)

COUNTER-CARRY

DIVIDE-BY-N (¢-3)
EVEIW-PUlSE

EXTEJW\.L-TRIGGER
EXTERNAL-TRIGGER-EWABLE
Nth-PUlSE

PUlSE

Generated on

P4

P3
p4

p4

p4

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3



-1='
0\

PULSE -SWITCH

..s-L.-- -...r-L- EVERY-PULSE.....
DRiVER

r--
UOR" -r- ~

COUNT PULSE
EXTERNAL

I- TRAILING EDGE
TRiGGER TRIGGER

COUNT ..s- 7i6 COUNTER '-- NlH PULSECLOCK CARRY AND I- DRIVER

CARRY LOAD
ENABLE

4 BIT LOAD INPUTS

Block Diagram

co.
V1

~

i
(j)

(f)

"I
\-'0

"[Jl

~
::0



IfLsec

PULSE
SWITCH EXTERNAL
GOING TRIGGER

UP

COUNT CARRY: INCREMENT COUNTER

CARRY: COUNTER-DIVIDE
BY N SWITCHES..... - .

.

CARRY

EVERY - PULSE

IfL sec
NTH PULSE

IfL sec

STOP
WAIT FOR NEXT TRIGGER

Flow Diagr~



CI
100 pf

R9
22K

~ V~~m~L:Et" ~ "l!'O' ~
COUNT (0)
A2-4 10

A3-I,2,4,5
61 17 5

If-Lsec I 1211 SN7400

s A2 PULSE 5 COUNTER CARRY' A I 13
SN74123 c 0 P4-B3-15 2

II 12

CLAMP+3
P4-R4

~..i .......

I
I

NTH
PULSE

RI
IK

~
EXTERNAL
TRIGGER ~ 1 I

PULSE

EXT. TRIGGER
ENABLE

R3
IK

9/ ""

13\ SN7400
AI/II

12

Control and Timing

2

RIO
C2 .( 22K

loopf

P4-B3-2
141 1i5 13

I If-Lsec L

-F A2
SN74123'c

3
CLAMP+3

P2-R4



-I='
'~

CLA.PH u···.7 CEP ...
•. 10R4 ... .. CET

CLEAR

R4 T
IK ~

( CLAMP+3

83- 1.7.10
P3-A2-3, II .

R5
IK

P5- 81-5 P5-81-13 { RI2IK11 14

ep( 11 1( I 1 2( 11 3 ( 11 83-9
SN7405

3 81 4
COUNTER -:- 16 COUNTER - CARRY

TC
SN 74161 15 P3-AI-2

83

re!> T I 12 13,

lu 15 - I~ 13,
•

R6
IK

<> I <> I S I
1'5 COMPLEMENT SWITCHES- .-

c5
0

520~
1~1 1~2 I'\:3
53 54 55

DIVIDE BY N

Counter



51

POWER

+5VOLT5
0"---"'--

PIN 140FAI,A3,81
PIN 16 OF A2, 83
RI THRU RI6

02

PIN 7 OF AI,A3, 81
PIN 8 OF A2, 83
A2- 3,9



PULSER

0000ep0 10 tQ 30
DIVI DE BY. N

PULSEo
J

EXT-TRIG t
ENABLE \

ON

00
POWER OFF

FRONT
VIEW

o
EXTERNAL
TRIGGER

o
EVERY
PULSE

Physical

51

o
EVERY

NTH
PULSE

BACK
VIEW



2

RIO C2

I22K I lioopi

SN7400 SN74123
COUNT PULSE P3

A J TRIGGER SWITCH ::> C

I
P

0 U
NTH PULSE U L

PULSE SWITCH N S
T E

RI6 RI5 RI4 !Ioopi 122 K)
14701 14701 14701 CI R9

SN7440
PULSE

P3 ---
NlH PULSE

B

SN7404
LAMP LAMP LAMPP P5 P5 P5

COUNT LAMP
CARRY P5P4

SN74161

P COUNTER

P4

RII
r-'"
'---'

RI2

[JKJ
RI3

14701

NOTES;
01 IS MOUNTED ON BATTERY CASE
R 17 IS MOUNTED ON SWITCH 51
02-06 AND 51-55 ARE MOUNTED ON FRONT PLATE

UML

52



8.6 Wire List: PUWER

No wire list has been compiled for the PULSER.
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2, We have had lengthy discussions about logic diagrams with

almost everyone at the Institute who is concerned with hardware.

Their ideas have formed the basis of this standard. In particular,

David R. Levine has provided invaluable assistance in the formulation

of the ideas in this standard.
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